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VERIFICATION RESULTS SUMMARY

FOR LGC SUNBURST {LM-1 MISSION)

AQSTRAOT

A description and short sumusry is presented of

the all-digital verification rans ver’ormed to sualify the

LMa1 Guidance Computer Provram, BURSTING,

Individual runs were nade of each mission phase

under nominal conditions ard with veticle perturbations,

excessive LGD restarts, ienition “ailures, vresature eneine

shutdowns, and termination commands *rot the prouvd. In

additiov, three end-to-end runs were wade fron prelaunch through

cission phase 13 to verify the vrotection of the erasable semory

load and the integration of the various tission phases, under

nominal conditions and with prelaunch stable member misaltenments,

Tinally, some miscellaneous runs were made with both critical and

non-critical ROS ‘et failures, 4 trit einbal faliure, an inflight

fresh start recovery, excess SIY2 tunbline, and seouerces of both

legal and tlleeal uplink commavis 214 indates.

Since not all runs were ~ate using the final version

of the “light program (SUNSURST Revision 1165 or BURST116 Revision

0, which are 1ldentical), a revision nucher 1s included for each

ran.

by Jay A. Sampson
{AC Electronics)

August 1967  
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Introduction

Unless otherwise noted, in each run the Guidance

System Operation Plan (R-527) tineline was adhered to with

respect to mission phase timine and sequencing, scheduling

of next mission phase and enabling of mission times at end

of run, LMP commands, +% translation Ov/OFF, DPS/APS ergine

On/Off, detection of engine talloff oy AY monitor efter

guidance commanded cutoff, 20S vressurization, FOS cold fire

purge, tunhle nonitor verification of tumble rates less than

2°/gec, L¥/SIYB separation sequence, Ascent /Descent staring

and Ascent-stage crossfeed valve test.

In most cases, the LGC state vector position and

velocity arrors at the beginning of the run were zero, IMU

errors (PIPA bias, PIPA scale factor, gyro irift) were pur-

posely introduced and exactly compensated for by the flight

program, and at least one 100-word down-telenetry list was

sampled.

For information concerning the vehicle simulation

model, refer to "Digital Simulation for the Verification of

Program SUNBURST", MIT Instrumentation Lahoratory Report

B-2145, (Confidential).  



Des¢eription:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

RUN #1

Mission Phases l, 2, and >» (Prelaunch alignment,

Guidance Reference Reiease and Boost Monitor,

and Coast-SIVB Attached; with liftoff detector,

1l2

60 seconds prior to lifter?’ through set-up of

mission phase 7 (LM/SIVS Sevaretion).

1

ky

5)

6)

Demonstrate proper L309 clock alignment by

a VERB 55 prior to initiation of prelaunch

alignment.

Demonstrate that the prelaunch alignment pro-

gram can align the IMU stable member to the

correct earth-fixed orientation (% PIP4 input

axis 30° from the local vertical (up), ¥

PIPA input axis downrange at an azimuth of

122° east of north and elevated 30° above the

horizontal plane, and 2 PiPA input axis down-

range at an azimuth of 32° east of north and

in the horizontai plane}.

Demonstrate proper termination of prelaunch

alignment and initiation of MP2 upon detection

of 1.1 g's oy the prelaunch program.

Verify that a redundant GRR (VERB 65) sent

at liftoff + 2 seconds is ignored.

Verify detection of SIVB shutdown by tne

boost monitor and proper initiation of MP6.

Compare prelaunch alignment, MP2, and MP&

timing against the nominal 206 GSOP timeline.  



Results: 1)

2)

3)

4)

LGC Clock Alignment Summary

The LGC clock was purposely initialized

incorrectly at tha start of the run so that

it lagged the simulator clock by 7.52 seconds.

At 2.5 seconds a VERB 55 was sent followed by

a time increment of +752 cantiseconds, which

perfectly synchronized the LéC clock with the

simulator clock,

Prelaunch Alignment Summary

a) The prelaunch alignment program was initi-

ated at liftoff - 55 seconds.

b) The IMU stable member was open-loop coarse

aligned and gyro torqued to the desired

earth-fixed orientation by liftoff - 25

seconds.

¢) The prelaunch gyrocompassing loop held

the IMU platform to the proper gimbal

angles of AOG = 122°, alg = 0°, AMG = 30°

such that at GRR the euler set from desired

to actual atable member alignment axes

were X= -0.0117°, Y¥,,, = -0.0037°,

Zug g = ~0-0084°.
mis

Guidance Reference Release Summary

a) At 0.30 seconds efter liftoff, 1.1 gts

were sensed by the prelaunch alignment

program,

b) Sonsequently, gyrocompassing waa tarminated

and MP2 initiated at 0.33 seconds.

ec) The LGC clock was zeroed at 0.4 seconds,

Redundant GRR Command Summary

A VERB 65 was transmitted at 2 seconds after

liftoff, with no resulting action taken by

the flight program. In otherwords, MP2 was

10  



6)

not re-initiated by the redundant command.

SIVB Shutdown Summaryeee

a) SIVB shutdown vccurred at 587 seconds

after liftoff.

b) The SIVB AY Monitor detected shutdown

at 590 seconds.

co) MP6 was initiated at 590 seconds.

Timeline and Other Summaries

Refer to the appendix.

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #2

Mission Phase 3 (Suborbital Abort} with 100 second

premature SIVB shutdown and 20 second delay vefore

abort command sent via uplink.

116

60 seconds of prelaunecn alignment through 30

seconds prior to end of MP3.

1) Verify proper initiation of MP3 and termination

of MP6 by abort sequencing routine upon receipt

of abort command signal,

2) Compare boost, abort sequencing, and MP3 timing

againat nominal 206 GSOP timeline.

1) Abort Sequencing Summary

a) SIVB ignition occurred at 143 seconds after

liftoff.

b) Abort command and tumble monitors initiated

at 145 seconds.

c) SIVB AV monitor initiated at 155 seconds.

a) SIVB shutdown occurred st 500 seconds,

@) SIVB AV monitor detected shutdown at

503 seconds,

fj} MP6 initiated at 503 seconds.

g} Uplink SUBORBITAL ABORT command received

at 519 seconds.

in) Abort command monitor, tumble moniter, and

MP6 terminated at 519 seconds.

i) Tumble monitor re-initiated at 519 seconds.

J) MP3 initiated at S20 saconda.

12  



k)

1)

nm)

n)

 

Abort RCS pressurization performed at

520 seconds.

Vehicle tumbling rates leas than 3°/sec

verified at 529 seconds.

LM/SIVB separation sequence initiated at

529 seconds.

Digital autopilot turned on at 530 seconda.

Timeline and Other Summaries

a)

eo}

The run was terminated because trajectory

was too close to the earth. The reading

of the PIPAts was not terminated.

One LGC down-telemetry frame was sent

twice at liftoff because the computer was

too busy to process the telemetry interrupt

until the next one came due.

The other summaries are given in the

appendix,

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #248

Mission Phase 3 with 160 second premature SIVB

shutdown, 5 second delay before abort command

and

DPS/APS fuel slosh.

DPS/A4PS engine misalignments.

sont,

1)

2)

a}

b}

¢)

3) RCS

a)

b)

116

DPS/APS X, Y, Z position errors,

DPS misalignment of thrust axis with

engine center line about Y, Zeaxes.

DPS/APS misalignment of engine center line

with vehicle X-zxig about Y, Z-axes.

quads 1-4 misalignments.

X, Y, Z, position errors.

Misalignment about X, Y, Zeaxes,

SIVB shutdown through end of MP3.

1)

1)

2)

Demonstrate minimal effect of DPS/APS fuel

slosh, DPS/4PS engine misalignments, and RCS

jet misalignments on vission phase performance.

Compare summaries with Run #2.

Fuel Slosh and Misalignment Swmmary

a}

bv)

Mission phase performance was not signifi-

cantly affected in the areas of navigation

or timing.

There was sbout 15% more RCS fuel used

than in Run #2, even though the two runs

were nearly identical.

Timeline and Other Summariss

Given in the sppendix.  



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #3

Nominal Mission Phase 4 (Contingency Orbit

Insertion) with 15 second premature SIVB shutdown

and 15 second delay until abort command sent via

LGC uplink.

106

60 seconds of prelaunch alignment through end of

MPL,

1) Verify proper initiation of MP and termination

of MP6 by abort sequencing routine upon receipt

of CONTINGENCY ORBIT INSERTION uplink signal.

2) Verify that proper orbit insertion can be

achieved by the DPS commanded by ascent guidance

equations,

3) Compare boost, abort sequencing, and MP timing

against nominel timeline.

1) Abort Sequencing Sumnary

a} SIVB ignition oceurred at liftoff + 143

seconds,

b>) Abort command and tumble monitors initiated

at 145 seconds.

ce) SIVB AV monitor initiated at 155 seconds.

a) SIVB shutdown occurred at 585 seconds.

8) SIVB AV monitor detected shutdown at 587

seconds.

f) MP6 initiated at 587 seconds.

g) Uplink CONTINGENCY ORBIT INSERTION abort

command received at 601 seconds.

h) Abort command monitor, tumble monitor, and  



 

2)

MP6 terminated at 601 seconds.

i) Tumble monitor re-initiated at 601 seconds,

j) MP initiated at 602 seconds.

k) Abort RCS pressurization performed at 603

seconds.

1) Vehicle tumbling rates less than 3°/sec

verified at 611 seconds.

m) LM/SIVB separation sequenca initiated at

611 seconds.

n) Digital autopilot turned on at 612 seconds.

o) Maneuver to MP ignition attitude performed

at 628 seconds.

Orbital Insertion Guidance Summary

a) Targets

Rinjection = 21,Uu5,2h6 foot

Vanjection = 25,682.42 ft/sec

(apogee= 3561.6 a.m. }

(perigee = 3527.2 a.m, )

vb) SIVB Shutdown Conditions at 585 Seconds

R = 21,40,078 feet

V = 24,256.65 ft/sec

(apogee = 3526.5 sz.)

(periges = 2862.6 1.2.)

c) MP Ignition Conditions at 664 Seconds

Ry gnition = 21,422,037 feet

Vygnition = 24,283.63 ft/sec

{apoges = 3526.4 nom}

{perigee = 2564.5 n.m.)  



d) Guidance Cutoff Conditions at 900 Seconds

Rog = 21,4h7,720 feet

Yoo = 25,675.20 ft/sec

(apogee = 3559.7 a.m.)

(perigee = 3527.4 nom.)

3) Timeline and Other Summaries

Given in appendix.

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Ob jective:

Results:

RUN #3b

Mission Phase | with 40 second premature SIVB

shutdown, 20 second delay until abort uplink

command, LGC restarts (GOJAM's), and digital

autopilot turned off for seconds during burn

by a VERB 63,

112

60 seconds of prelaunch alignment through end of

MPL.

1) Verify that nominal orbit insertion can be

achieved with a different premature SIVB shut-

down "window" than in Run #3.

2) Demonstrate minimal effect of restarts on mission

phase performance and verify that MPh is restart

protectad,.

3) Demonstrate effect of turning DAP off for a

short time by a VERB 63 in MP4 on body rates,

4) Compare timing with Run #3.

1) Orbit Insertion Guidance Summary

a) Targets

Same as in Run #3.

b&) SIVB Shutdown Conditions at 545 Seconds

R = 21,446,073 feet
V = 22,625.60 ft/sec

(apogee= 3522.5 nim.)

{perigee = 2253.4 nm.)

18

  



ce) MP Ignition Conditions at 630 Seconds

Rignition = 21+394,696 feet

Vaenition = 22,698.32 ft/sec

(apogee = 3529.4 nvm.)

(perigee =2254,5 a.m.)

d) Guidance Cutoff Conditions at 1120 Seconds

Roo = 214H7,906 feet

Yoo = 25,686.73 ft/sec

(apogee = 65,3 nea.)356

(perigee = 3527.4 nom.)

Restarts Summary

Restarts were foread at various critical

points in the MPL program and ilso every 1h

seconds during the burn, for a total of 93

pestarta. Mission phase performance was

not significantly affected in the areas of

guidance, timing, or navigation,

a) Most everything in the MP was repeated

(Orbital IMtegration, Attitude Maneuvers,

LMP Commands, etc.) due to restarts,

delaying the mission sequencing slightly.

b) Fuel consumption was noticably higher than

in Run #3, probably due to a combination

of restarts and earlier SIVYB shutdown.

ce) Program alarm 1412 was displayed, indicating

that MP attitude maneuver failed to

achieve the desired ignition gimbal angles.

This was due to the combination of the

10°/sec abort maneuver rate and the restart

during the maneuver, which caused the

re-maneuver to read its initial gimbal

angles before the gimbals stopped.  



3)

4)

 

Consequently it computed the time to

read the final gimbal angles too early

and alarmed. This will probably always

happen under these circumstances, although

the DAP will shortly achieve the desired

angles.

DAP-Off Summary

A VERB 63 was sent at 760 seconds, which re-

gulted in the DAP being turned off between

765 and 769 seconds after liftoff (135 seconds

into the burn}. The resultant attitude drift

of the vehicle while the DAP was off was 3.25°.

The other summaries are given in the appendix.

20  



RUN #3c¢

Description: Mission Phaga with 20 second premature SIVEB

shutdown, 5 second delay for abort command, and

1) DPS fuel slosh,

2) DPS engine misalignments.

a) X, ¥, Z position errors,

bp) Misalignment of thrust axis with engine

center line about Y, Z-axes.

¢) Misalignment of engine center line with

X-vehicle axis about Y, Zeaxes.

d) Thrust dependent misalignment (due to

bending) about Y, Z-axes.

3) RCS quads 1-h misalignments.

a) X, Y, Z position errors.

b) Migalignment about X, Y, Z-axes,

Revision: 116

Duration: SIVB shutdown through 19 seconds beyond end of

MP.

Objectives: 1) Verify that nominal orbit insertion can be

achieved with a different premature SIVs

shutdown "window" than in Runs #3 and #3b.

2) Demonstrate minimal effect of DPS fueal slosh,

DPS engine misalignments, and RCS jet mis-

alignments on mission phase performance.

3) Compare timing with Runs #3 and #3b.

Results; 1) Orbital Insertion Guidance Summary

a) Targets

Same as in Run #3  



2)

»b)

e)

a)

 

SIVB Shutdown Conditions at 565 Seconds

R = 21,443,138 feet

v 2,181.50 ft/sec

(apogee = 3527.0 no.)

(perigee = 2971.3 n.m.}

MP Ignition Conditions at 653 Sesonds

Rygnition = 21,428,866 fest

Vignition = 24,203.59 ft/sec

(apogee = 3526.9 n,m.)

(perigee = 2834.1 n,n.)

Guidance Cutoff Conditions at 881 Seconds

Rog = 21,415,796 feet

Yeo = 25,681.08 ft/ase

(apogee = 3561.0 a.m.)
(perigee = 3527.1 usm.)

Fuel Slosh and Misalignment Summary

a)

b)

6)

Mission phase performance was not signifi-

cantly affected in the areas of guidance,

timing, or navigation.

There waa about 15% more RCS fuel used as

there was in Run #3, even though they both

had approximately the same SIVB shutdown

‘window" and length of DPS burn.

There was a program alarm 112 displayed,

indicating that the desired ignition atti-

tude was not achieved. As in Run #3b,

the high 10°/seo maneuver rate probably

caused the DAP to overshoct the desired

gimbal angles at the time when the final

angles should have been achieved, Even-

tually the desired attitude was attained.

22  



This ia the only run in which a 12

program slarm occurred with 4 10°/see

maneuver rate, and with no restarts,

3) Timeline end Other Summaries

Given in the appendix.

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Ob jestives:

Results:

RUN #4

Nominal Mission Phases 7 and 8 (SIVB Separation

and DPS Cold Soak Maneuver),

113

€0 seconds pricr to initiation of MP7 through 15

seconds beyond end of MPS,

1) Verify proper caleuletion and attainment of

deatred cold soak attitude.

2) Compare timing and sequencing against 206 GSOP

timeline to demonstrate proper performance,

1) Gold Soak Attitude Maneuver Summary

a) The desired cold soak gimbal angles (A0G:

-112.5°, alg: -25.7°, AMG: -5.4°) were
achieved and held within the 5° deadband,

b) A 151.88°, 30.36 second attitude maneuver

was performed to the cold aoak attitude.

©) The amount of RCS fuel used during maneuver

waa 4.3 pounda.

2) Timeline and Other Summaries

a) Due to 4 programming error in MP7, the RCS

scold fire purge lasted only 36.4 seconds,

instead of the nominal 40 seconds. The

program schedules purge-off in 4O seconds,

then performa orbital integration (3.6

seconds in Run #) before initiating the

cold fire purge.

b) Length of MP? was 4 minutes, 15 seconds;

length of MP8 was 2 minutes, 30 seconds,

Time between MP7 and MP8 was nominal 8

seconda,

¢) Other summaries given in the appendix.
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Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #5

Nominal Mission Phase 9 (DPS1).

116

26 seconds prior to start of MP9 through 19

seconds beyond end of mission phase,

1) Verify that the descent orbit injection

guidance equations can:

a) control the flight path angle at cutoff

to be zero relative to the local hori-

zontal (i.e.: establish perigee at cutoff).

b) raise the conic apogee at cutoff to the

targeted radial distance Rp:

2) Compare timing sequences against 206 GSOF

timeline to demonstrate nominal performance.

1) Guidance Summary

a) The flight path angle achieved at cutoff

was 0.00°,

b) Tne targeted radial distance R, ef 21,992,000

feet represents an apogee of 44617,0 nautical

miles. The apogee achieved at cutoff

was 3615.3 nautical miles.

2) Timeline and Other Summaries

a) actual guidance cutoff time occurred one

sscond earlier then the predicted cutoff

time.

b) The trim gimbal usage during the DPSL

purn was 41%; the remainder of the steering

time was accomplished under RCS jet control.

¢) The other summaries ars given in the appendix.
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Desoription:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #5a

Mission Phase 9 with

1)
2)

we

116

DPS

DPS

a

b)

c)

RCS

b)

fuei slosh,

engine misalignments.

x, Y, Z position errora.

Misalignment of thrust axis with engine

center line about Y, Z-axes.

yr line with

vehicle X-axis about Y, Z-axes,

Misalignment o? engine cer

 

Thrust dependent misalignment (due to

bending) about Y, Z-axes.

quad 1- misalignments.

X, Y, Z position errors.

Misalignment about X, Y, Z-axes.

26 seconds prior to start of MPG through 60 seconds

beyond end of mission phase.

1)

1)

Demonstrate minimal effect of DPS fuel slosh,

DPS engine misalignments, and RCS jet mis-

alignments on mission phase performance.

Compare Run #5a wish Kun #5.

Fuel Slosh end Misalignment Sunmary

a)

db}

Flight path angle achieved at cutoff was

@.0005°,

The apogee achieved at cutoff was 3616.1 n.u.,

compared with the targeted R, at 3617.0 nm

Mission phase performance was not signifi-

cantly affected in the aresa of guidance,

timing, or navigation.  



 

da) There was no more ROS fuel used than

there was in Run #5 (See appendix).

e) The trim gimbal usage during the DPS]

purn was 41%; the remainder of the time

the steering was accomplished by RCS jet

control,

f£) The length of the burn was the same ag

in Run #5.

Timeline and Other Summaries

Given in the appendix.

 



 

RUN #5b

Deseription: Mission Phase 9 with trim gimbal fallure and

DPS fuel slosh, DPS engine miasiignments, and

RCS jet misalignments.

Revision: 116

Duration: 26 seconds prior to start of MP? through 60 seconds

oeyond end of mission phase,

Ob jectives: 1} Verify tnat the trim gimbal monitor can detect

a trim gimbal failure (Bit iO of enannel 32}

and disable use of the trim yvimoal.

2) Demonstrate that the targeted Ry ean be achieved

under only RCS jez control after the trim gimbal

had failed.

3) Compare Run #50 with Run #5a.

Results: 1) Trim Gimbal Failure Summnery

The trim gimbal was made to fail 16 seconds

into the DPS1 purn. 0,06 seconds after the

fail bit appeared in the LOC enannel, the

gimbal monitor disabled further use of the

trim gimbal. The rather guick response was

due to the 2-second gimbal monitor looking for

the failure just after it ocesurred,

2) DPS1 Guidance Summary

a) The flight path angle achieved at cutoff
was 0.0002°,

b) The apogee achieved at cutoff was 3616.1 u.a.,

compared with the targeted Ry of 3617,0 nam,  



Timeline and Other Summaries

a) The trim gimbal waz used about 10% of the

total burn time.

b) There was about 10% more RCS fuel used

than there was in Run #5a, which did not

have a trim gimbal failure.

¢) The length of the burn was the same as

in Runs #5 and #5a.

a) The other summaries ere given in the appendix.

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #5¢

Mission Phase 9 with an inflight fresh start

recovery,

113

60 seconds prior to start of MP9 through 5 seconds

beyond end of mission phase.

1) Verify that it is possible to recover from

an inflight fresh start as outlined in Plight

206 Memo #10.

2) Demonstrate that the targeted Rp can be achieved

after a fresh start during MP9 forced the

mission phase to be re-scheduled.

3) Compare Run #5¢ with Run #5.

1) Inflight Fresh Start Recovery Summary

a) Nominal MP9 was initiated at 14,171 seconds

after liftoff.

b) A restart was forced with erasable register

BRSSTORE non-zero, causing the restart

to generate a fresh start. Thia ocaurred

at 14,472 seconds, or when the automatic

throttle was increased to maximun,

¢) FLAGWRD1 and DAPBOOLS were re-initiated

at 14,500 seconds via the LGC uplink.

d) A VERB 74 was sent at 14,506 seconds to

enable the mission timers. This was immedi-

ately followed by an ERROR RESET keycode

to extinguish the program alarm 1110 caused

vy a VERB 74 following a fresh start.

e)} A VERB 76 state vector update waa performed

at 14,508 seconds to correct the orbital  



2)

3)

f

8)

 

integration state vector which was invali-

dated by the fresh start that occurred

during powered flight (the Average G

state vector navigation is automatically

terminated by a °resh start).

A VERB 72 mission timer and phase register

update was performed at 14,528 seconds to

rescheduis MP.

MP9 was re-initiated at 1y,54h seconds.

Re-initiated DPS1 Guidance Summary

a

b)

The flight path angle achieved at cutoff

was 0,0019°,

The apogee achieved at cutoff was 3616.1 n.m.,

compared with the targeted Ry of 2617.0 nm.

Timeline and Other Summaries

a)

b)

In referring to the appendix, Run #5¢ is the

MP9 terminated by the fresh start and Run

#5e'is the MPS rescheduled after the fresh

start,

The navigation errors in Run #5ce!' were

higher then in Run #5¢ because the LGC

state vector update between the two MP9's

was not perfect.

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

RUN #6

Mission Phase 11 (DPS2/Fire-In-The Hole/APS1)

with:

1} C.g. offset (when the DPS engine is ignited,

the ¢.g. is shifted away from the nominal

C.g. at that loading and decuys back to the

nominal position with a 30 second time constant).

2) DPS engine misalignments.

a) X, Y, 2 position errors,

b) Misalignment of thrust axis with engine

center line abont Y, Z-axes,

c) Misalignment of engine center line with

vehicle X-axis about Y, Z-axes,.

da) Thrust dependent misalignments (due to

bending) about Y, Z-axes.

3) Fuel slosh.

116

4O seconds prior to start of MP1l through end of

mission phase.

1) Verify that the powered landing guidance

equations can achieve the desired braking phase

and approach phase targets.

2) Verify that the throttle control logic can:

a) Yield correct thrust commands go that the

engine is never required to operate in the

eritical thrust region.

bd) Hold the DPS throttle at maximum for most

of the braking phase, yet recover throttle

control near the end so that the braking

and approach conditions oan be met.
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Results:

3)

4)

5)

Verify proper commanded throttle profile during

the random throttle phase.

Verify proper abort stage sequencing through

DPS shutdown, FITH, and APS1 burn,

Demonstrate effect of turning the DAP off for

4 seconds during DPS2 burn (for the purpose

of reverting to the special CDU downlink list

and obtaining body bending and fuel slosh data

on body rates,

Compare timing sequences against GSOP timeline.

Guidance Summary

Tabulated below are the radial and down range

position and velocity terminal parameters for

the breaking and approach phases in spherical,

earth-centered, non-rotating coordinates:

BrakingPhase

Parameter Desired Achieved

RSO(m) 6, 68694,.7349E+6 6.686976999E+6
RS2(rad) 5.797001 734E-3 5.887299770E-3
VS0(m/sec) -2.1331 75242841 -2,159881574e+1
VS2(rad/sec) -6.533226733E-5 -6.593865007E-5

approachPhase

Parameter Desired Achieved

RSO(m) 6.684376002E+6 6.68,.385936E +6

RS2( rad) 6.57789 24828-6 9. 3053700005-6

VSO(m/sec) ~7.313936765E+0 ~-8.094.02H192E+0

VS2(rad/sec) -1.469364.7778-6 -1.793910064E-6
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2} Throttle Control Summary

The thrust profile actually achieved during

the braking and approach phases is plotted

pelow. During the initial interval the

guidance equations commanded a total accelera-

tion which required a thrust magnitude in

excess of 52% of the DPS maximum (a DPS

throttle restriction is placed on the throttle

command until it falls pelow the specified

52% setting). Prior to the end of the braking

phase the thrust required to satisfy the

acceleration commanded fell below 52%, so throttle

control began so shat the desired terminal

position and velocity could be achieved without

throttle settings above 58% required.
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3) Random Throttle Summary

The throttle profile commanded and achieved

are summarized bslow:

&@ Commanded % achieved

10 12

50 52

30 31

qo ke

20 el

sbort Stage Summary

a)

bd)

i)

Throttle was set to 92.5% at end of random

throttle phase at 17,344 seconds.

ABORT STAGE - ARM LMP command sent at

17,345 seconds.

ABORT STAGE - COMMAND LMP command gent

at 17,345.6 seconds.

DPS engine shut off at 17,345.8 seconds.

Abort ataging occurred at 17,346.2 seconds.

APS engine ignited at 17,3u6.4 seconds.

Stage verify discrete detected at 17,346.5

saconds.

APS engine snut off at i7,351.6 seconds,

ABORT STAGE - COMMAND RESET LMP command

sent at 17,357.8 seconds.

DAP-off Summary

The DAP was turned off 193 seconds into the

DPS2 burn for 4 seconds, as part of the mission

control sequence when DAPOFFDT contains 162

seconds, The resultant attitude drift of the

vehicle due to temporary loss of attitude

control was 465°.  



6)

 

Timeline and Other Summaries

a) The trim gimbal usage during the DPS2

burn was 60%; the remaining percentage

of the burn time was spent under RCS

jet control,

b} The other summaries ere listed in the

appendix.
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RUN #68

Description: Mission Phase 11 with 10% low thrust.

Revision: 1c

Duration: 4O seconds prior to start of MP11 through end of

mission phase.

Objectives: 1) Verify that the powered landing guidance

equations can achieve the desired braking phase

and approach phase targets with 10% low thrust.

2) Demonstrate effect of 10% low thrust on throttle

control logic's ability to:

a) Yield correct thrust commands so that the

engine is never required to operate in

the critical thrust region.

pb) Hold the DPS threctie at maximum for most

of the braking phase, yet recover throttle

control near the end so that the braking

and approach conditions can be mat.

3) Demonstrate effect of 10% low thrust on throttle

profile during the random throttle phase.

4) Compare timing sequences against 206 GSUP

timeline.

Results: 1) Guidence Summary

BrakingPhase

Parameter Desired Achieved

RSO(m) 6.686947352E-6 © .6869206878+6

RS2(rad) §.797020361E=3 5.8141 76050B-3

VSO{m/sec) =2,133262792871 =2.019004774E+1

VS2( rad/sec) -6.533786150E-5 -7.528071815E-5  



approachPhase

Parameter Desired achieved

RSO(m) 6684376002846 6. 684384.686E+6

RS2( rad) 6.577592K8 2B-6 8, 262690000E-6

VS0( m/sec) - 7+ 313936765E+O -7.070541312E+0

VS2(rad/sec) -1.469364771E-6 -1.679256896E-6

2) Throttle Control Summary

\

g

| 4 12%

aBraking PhaseiApproach Phasa ~~

é i
Thrust | of i

1

>»
Time

3) Random Throttle Summary

& Commanded % Achieved

10 12

50 oe

30 31

ke 38

20 21

4) Timeline and Other Summariss

Refer to the appendix.
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Deseription:

Revision:

Duration:

Ob jectives:

Results:

RUN #7

Nominal Mission Phase 13 (APS2 Burn) with a 456

gseond burn to fuel completion and KT = 0.3k.

106

30 seconds prior to start of MP13 througn APS2

shutdown.

1) Verify that the powered ascent guidance equations

can:

a) Achieve the desired intercept target.

pb) Achieve the desired altitude at cutoff,

2) Demonstrate detection of premature APS shutdown

by Delta V monitor.

3) Compare timing sequencing against 206 GSOP

timeline.

1) Guidance Summary

a) At MP13 ignition, the LGC Time-To-Go and

Velocity-To-Be-Gained were 500 seconds and

7280 feet/sec, respectively. At fuel

depletion TGO was 33.4 seconds and VG was

614 feat/sec,

Integrating the vehicle state at cutoff

ahead in stable member coordinates to the

time of intercept along a conic (no oblate-

ness effects), the targeted intercept

point (RIVEC) is compared with the projected

vehicle state at 24,719 seconds (TINT):

RIVEC(meters) R(meters)atTINT

- 3,228,194, 3,282, 747
5,765,136 35,660,905

~813, 261 ~896,430  



2)

b) The targeted radius magnitude at cutoff

was 6,581,490 meters, The RCO achieved

was 6,681,996 meters,

4&V Monitor Summary

a) APS fuel was exhausted at 22,775.3 seconds.

b) AV Monitor detected premature engine shut-

down at 22,782.8 seconds and went to mission

idle,
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Deseription:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #78

Nominal Mission Phase 13 with a 30 second burn and

KT= 0.3u.

113

30 seconds prior to start of MP13 through end of

mission phase.

1) Verify that the powered aseent guidance equations

can:

a) Achieve the desired intercept target.

b) Achieve the desired altitude at cutoff,

2) Compare timing sequences against GSOP timeline.

1) Guidance Summary

a} At MP13 ignition, the LGC TGO and VG were

26 seconds and 293.6 feet/sec, respectively.

Integreting the vehicle state at cutoff

ahead in stable member coordinates to the

time of intercept along a conic, the targeted

intercept point (RIVEC) is compared with

the projected vehicle state at 23,8h9

seconds (TINT):

RIVEC (meters) R(meters)atTIN?

-5,080, 390 -5,081,512

-1,619,840 -1,623, 90k

3,987,755 349875696

b) The targeted radius magnitude at outoff

was 6,688,532.7h9 meters; the RCO achieved

was 6,688,451,0376 meters.

2) Timeline and Other Summaries

Refer to the appendix.
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Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Mission

RCS jet

another

1)

2)

a)

b)

e)

a)

3)

a)

bv)

116

DPS

DPS

RCS

RUN #8, #9

Phase 9 (DPSl Burn) with a non-critical

failure during the attitude maneuver and

one during the pre-burn ullage, and:

fuel slosh.

engine misalignments.

X, Y, 2 position errors,

Misalignment of thrust axis with engine

center line about Y, Z=-axes,

Misalignment of engine center line with

vehicle X-axis about Y, Z-axes.

Thrust dependent misalignment (due to

bending) about Y, Z-axes.

quad 1- misalignments.

X, Y, 2 position errors.

Misalignment about X, Y, Z-axes.

20 seconds prior to start of MP9 through 60 seconds

beyond end of mission phase.

1) Verify that the RCS failure monitor can:

a)

b)

¢)

a)

Detect an RCS jet failure {low 8 bits of

channel 32).

Isolate the appropriate jet pair by LMP

commands.

Keep a record of the state of the isolation

valves.

Update the DAP's jet-polisy selection logic.
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2) Demonstrate minimal effect of non-critical

RCS jet failures, UPS fuel slosh, DPS engine

misalignments, and C3 jet misalignments on

mission phase performancs,

 3) Verify satisfactory ¢-jet ullage as a consequence

of a +X translation jet failure during pre-burn

ullage.

4) Compare run with Run #56.

Results: 1) RCS Failure Monitor Summary

a) Jet number 3 was failed on at 14,136

geconds during the attitude maneuver; Jet

number 2 was failed on at 1h,398 seconds

during the pre-burn ullage., The down-

telemetry list edited at 14,428 seconds

showed that bits 1 and 3 of channel 32

were zero (inverse logic).

b) LMP command 200 (THRUST ISOLATION VALVES,

QUADRANT 4h, SYSTEM B ~ CLOSE) was sent at

14,137.46 seconds, resulting in RCS jet

pair 1 and 3 being turned off at 14,137.

47 seconds. LMF command 232 (THRUST IS0-

LATION VaLVES, QUADRANT 4, SYSTEM A =

CLOSE) was sent at 14,399.55 seconds, result~

ing in 3CS jet pair % and 4 being turned

off at 14,399.56 seconds. The corresponding

valve-closure reast commands (201 and 233)

were issued 0.96 seconds following the

valve-closure commands, Note that by turning

off RCS jets 1-h, an entire quad was de-

activated for the remainder of the mission

phase,

ec) The downlink list edited showed that

erasable register LMPJPAIL contained 000054,

indicating that the isolation valves  



  

2)

4)

a)

associated with failure bits 1 and 3 of

channel 32 were closed.

The erasable memory dump et the end of the

run showed that CHSMASK (@,R-Axes) and

CHOMASK (P-Axis} containad 00003, and

00102, respectively, the correct channel 5

and channel 6 bit configuration that

correspond to the jets turned off.

DPS1 Guidance Summary

a)

b)

Ths flight path angle achieved at cutoff

was 0,003°,

The apogee achieved at cutoff was 3616.3 n.m.,

n.m., compared with the targeted Rp of

3617.0 nom

fhe magnitude of acceleration during 4 i~jet

ullage is 0,3 ft/sec"; the magnitude of acceler-

ation during the 2-jet ullage in this run was

0.2 feot/sec*,

Timeline and Other Summaries

a)

bd)

ce)

The trim gimbal was used 42% of the total

burn time,

There was about 30% more RCS fuel used

than in Run #58. Most of the extra fuel

was used during the attitude maneuver and

the burn.

Refer to the appendix for the other

summaries,
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Deseription:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

RUN #16

Complete nominal mission from prelaunch alignment

through mission phase 13 with liftoff detection,

43h seoond APS2 burn to completion (KT = 0.34),

and no updates.

116

60 seconds prior to liftoff through 267 seconda

beyond end mission phase 13.

1) Demonstrate proper LGC clock alignment by a

VERB SS prior to initiation of prelaunch align-

mont.

2) Demonstrate that the prelaunch alignment program

can align the IMU stable member to the correet

earth-fixed orientation (X PIPA input axis 30°

from the local vertical (up), Y PIPA input

axis downrange at sn ezimuth of 122° east of

north and elevated 20° above the horizontal

plane, and Z PIPA input axis dowmrange at an

azimuth of 32° east of north and in the hori-

zontal plane}.

3) Demonstrate proper termination of prelaunch

alignment and initiation of MP2 upon detection

of 1.1 gis by the prelaunch progran.

kk} Verify detection of SIVB shutdown by the boost

monitor and proper initiation of MP6.

5) Verify rejection of late suborbital abort uplink

command after ebort command monitor has been

terminated.

6) Verify proper calculation and attainment of

desired cold soak attitude,  



7)

8)

1¢)

12)

12)

13)

lu)

Verify that the descent orbit injection guid~

anes equations (MP9) can:

a) Control the flight path angle at cutoff

to be zero relative to the local horizontal

(1.0.3 establish perigee at cutoff).

b) Raise the conic apogee at cutoff to the

targeted radial distance Fye

Verify that the powered landing guidance

equations (MP11) can achieve the desired

braking phase and approach phase targeta.

Verify that the throttle contre] logic ean:

a) Yisld correst thrust commands so that the

engine is never required to operate in the

eritical thrust region,

b) Hold the DPS throttle at maximum for most

of the braking phase, yet recover throttle

control near the end so that the braking

and approach conditions can be met.

Verify proper commanded throttis profile during

the random throttle phase.

Demonstrate the effect of turning the DAP

off for k seconds during the DPS2 burn (for the

purpose of reverting to tho special CDU down-

link list and obtaining body bending and

fuel slosh data) on body rates.

Verify that the powered ascent guidanos equations

(MP13) oan achieve the desired intercept target.

Demonstrate accuracy of the Urodital Integration

and Average G navigation programs.

Verify validity and protection of prelaunch

erasable memory load, and initiation, timing,

and sequencing of the mission phases.
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Rasults: 1)

2)

4)

LGC Clock Alignment Summary

The LGC clock was purposely initialized

incorrectly at the start of the run so that it

lagged the simulator clock by 7.52 seconds.

At 2.5 seconds & VERB 55 was sent followed by

a time increment of +752 centiseconds, which

perfectly synchronized the LGC clock with the

simmlator clock,

Prelaunch Alignment Summary

a) The prelaunch alignment program was initiated

at liftoff - 55 seconds.

b) The IMU stable member was open-loop coarse

aligned and gyro torgued to the desired

earth-fixed orientation by liftoff - 25

seconds,

e) The prelaunch gyrocompassing loop held the

IMU platform to the proper gimbal angles of

AQG = 122°, AIG = 0°, AMG = 30° gueh that
at guidance reference release the euler

set from desired to actual stable member
* y _ 9 = oalignment was Sata = 0.0378", Yaig = 0,02k2",

Lads = -0.010L".

Guidance Reference Release Summary

a) At 0.42 seconds after liftoff, 1.1 g's

were sensed by the prelaunch alignment

program,

b}) Consequently, gyrocompassing was terminated

and MP2 initiated at 0.45 seconds.

c) The LGC clock was zeroed at 0.56 seconds.

SIVB Shutdown Summary

a) SIVB shutdown occurred at 582.3 seconds

after liftoff.

b) The SIVB AV monitor detected shutdown at

584.5 seconds.  



5)

6)

8)

¢) MP6 was initiated at 584.5 seconds.

Late Suborbital Abort Command Swmary

a) The abort command monitor was initiated

at 145.5 seconds after liftoff,

b) The abort command monitor was terminated

at 644.6 seconds.

ce) Uplink keycode 23, SUBORBITAL ABORT, was

received at 644.6 seconds.

d) Program alarm 00300, {Abort Command Monitor

Not Enabled) was displayed at 64.6 seconds,

Cold Soak Attitude Maneuver Summary

a) The desired cold soak gimbal angles (A0G:

7112.5°, AIG: -25.7°, AMG: ~5.3°) were
achieved and held within the 5° deadbend

rons,

b) a 1h7.38°, 29.46 second attitude maneuver

was performed to the cold soak attitude.

ec) The amount of RCS fuel used during the

maneuver was 8.99 pounds.

DPS1 Guidance Summary

a) The flight path angie achieved at cutoff

was 0,006°,

b) The targeted radial distance R of 21,992,000

feet represents an apogee of 3617.0 nautical

miles. The apogee achieved at cutoff was

3616.2 nautical miles.

co) The trim gimbal was used 56% of the burn

time.

DPS2 Guidance Summary

Tabulated on the following page are the radial

and down range position and velocity terminal  



9)

parameters for the braking end approach

phases in spherical, earth-centered,

non-rotating coordinates:

BrakingPhage

Parameters Desired Achieved

RSO(m) 6. 86947 3495+6 6.666961811E+6
RS2({ rad) 5.7970017 34E-3 5.639668210E-3

VSO(m/sec) 2.1331 75242u+1 -2,113037107E+1

VS2(rad/sec} -6,533226733E-5 = 6 .563838039E-S

approachPhase

 

Parameters sired Achieved

RSO(m) 6.684376002E+6 6.684382999E+6

RS2( rad) 6.57769282b-6 8. 240340000E-6

V¥SO(m/sec) -7.313936765E+0 -7.523345920E+0

vS2(rad/sec) =1.46936K777E~6 -1.662704101E-6

The trim gimbal usage during the burn was 72%;

the remainder of the burn time was spent under

ROS jet control.

Throttle Control Summary

The thrust profile actually achieved during

the braking and approach phases is plotted on

the next page. During the initial interval

the guidance equations commanded a total

acesleration which required a thrust magnitude

in excess of 52% of the DPS maximum (4 DPS

throttle restriction is placed on the throttle

command until it falls below the specified 52%

setting). Prior to the end cf the braking phase

the thrust required to satisfy the scceleration

commanded fell velow 52%, so throttle control

began go that the desired terminal position

and velocity could be achieved without throttle

settings above 58% required.  



 

97%

12%

 

10) Random Throttle Summary

The throttle profile commanded and achieved

are summarized below:

& Commanded & achieved

10 12

50 50

30 30

ko 39
20 20

11) DAP-Off Summary

The DAP was turned off 193 seconds into the

DPS2 burn for i seconds, as part of the

mission control sequence when DAPOFFDT

contains 162 seconds. The resultant attitude

drift of the vehiole due to temporary loss

of attitude control was 2.24°,  



12)

13)

APS2 Guidance Summary

a) At MP13 ignition, the Loc TGO and VG

were 67 seconds and 6579 ft/sec.,

respaotively. Integrating the vehicle

state at cutoff ahead in stable member

coordinates to the time of intercept

along a conic (no oblateness effects),

the targeted intercept point (RIVEC)

is compared with the projected vehicle

state at 24,794.16 seconds (TINT):

R1VEC (meters) Rimeters) at TINT

-3,057, 728 +3,039, Tub

-5,762,106 -5,759,003

-1, 24h, 790 -1,277,222

b) The targeted radius magnitude at cutoff

was 6,687,649 meters; the RCO achieved

was 6,687,020 meters.

Orbital Integration/Average G Navigation

Summary

The appendix gives the maximum accumilated

LGC state vector error from liftoff within

each migsion phases. What follows is the

increase in the state vector error between

two mission phases (MPi/MPj - Orbital

Integration) and within & mission phase

(MPi - Average &):

 



  
MP2 19.27

MPG -10.68

MP6/MP7 12.1

MP7 -0.30
MP7/MP9 46.77

MP9 2.22

MP9/MP11 11.36

MPll 4.26

MP11/MP13 5.12

MP13 6.37

Total MP2-MP13 73,126 95.42

1h) Timeline and Other Summaries

The erasable memory load was protected at the

end of the run. The run timing matched that

of the 206 GSOP. Refer to the appendix for

the other summaries,

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Ob jJectives:

Results:

RUN #11

Complete mission from prelauneh alignment through

mission phase 13 with 4° prelaunch alignment mis-

alignment in azimuth and no updates,

116

60 seconds prior to liftoff through 295 seconds

beyond end of mission phase 13,

Same as Run #10.

1) LGC Clock Alignment Summary

Same as Run #10.

2) Prelaunch Alignment Summary

Same as Run #10, except 4.3, -0,4687°, Yois7

-0,2678°, and Zaig 7 ~0.0130°,

3) Guidance Reference Release Summary

a) At 0.71 seconds after liftoff, 1.1 gts were

sensed by the prelaunch alignment program.

b) Consequently, gyrocompassing was terminated

and MP2 initiated at 0.75 seconds.

¢) The LGC clock was zeroed at 0.86 seconds.

4) SIVB Shutdown Detection Summary

Same as Fun #10.

5S) Late Suborbital Abort Command Summary

Same as Run #10,

6) Cold Soak Attitude Maneuver Summary

a) Desired cold soak gimbal angles (a0G = -112.1°,

AIG = -25.4°, AMG = -5,6°) were achieved
and held within the 5° deadband zone.  



8)

b) oA 142.79°, 28.54 second attitude maneuver

was performed to the cold soak attitude.

¢) The amount of RCS fuel used during the

maneuver was 8.77 pounds.

DPS] Guidance Summary

a) The flight path angle achieved at cutoff
°

was -0,010°.

b) The targeted radial distance Ry of

21,992,000 feet represents an apogee of

3617.9 nautical miles. The apogee achieved

at cutoff was 3617.2 nautical miles.

e¢) The trim gimbal was used 16% of the burn

time.

DPS2 Guidance Summary

Tabulated below aré the radial and down range

position and velocity terminal parameters for

the approach phage in spherical, earth-centered,

non-rotating coordinates:

Parameter Desirad scnieved

RSO{m) 6.6843760028+6 6.68 7323E+6

RS2(rad) 6.57 789248 2Bab -7. 328-3

VS0 (m/sec) -7.313936765E+0 -3.41E-1

VS2(rad/sec} ~1.169364777E-6 =3E-6

The trim gimbal usage during the burn was 88%;

the remainder of the burn time was spent under

RCS jet control,

 



  

 

9) Throttle Control Summary

97%
938

 

12%

[ing Phase approach Phase —*=

& Of
Thrust

Time

10) Random Throttle Summary

The throttle profiles commanded and achieved

are summarized below:

Gommanded Achieved

10 12

50 50

30 30

ko 4o
20 20

11} DAP-Off Summary

Same as Hun #10, axcept that the attitude drift

was 1,0°,

12) APS2 Guidance Sunmary

a) At MP13 ignition, the LGC TG0 and VG were  



459 seconds and 6419 ft/aec, respectively.

Integrating the vehicle state at cutoff

ahead in stable member coordinates to the

time of intercept along a conic, the tar~

geted intercept point (RIVEC) is compared

with the projected vehicle atate at 2,794.16

seconds (TINT):

 

R1 (meters) R(meters) at TINT

~3,057, 728 = 3,205,875

-5, 762,166 -5, 706,29)

-1, 2h, 790 nL, Uhh, hes

b) The targeted radius magnitude at cutoff

was 6,687,649 meters; the RCO achieved was

6,692,266 meters,

13) Opbital Integration/Average G Navigation Summary
 

Mission Phase AR Error (feet) AV Error( ft/sec)
 

MP2 56,406 219,72
MP6 129,722 -125.77
MP6/MP7 -108 ,893 129.06
MP7 8,719 -3.67

MP7/MP9 113,645 =52.1h

MP9 15,104 26,25

MP9/MP11 -78, 942 90.22

MP1L 88, 335 -51.48
MP11/MP13 5,487 91.88
MP13 36,152 2h. 04

Total MP2-MPé 2554735 295.60

14) Timeline and Other Summaries

Refer to the Appendix.
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Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Ob jectives:

Results:

RUN lia

Complete mission from prealaunch alignment through

mission phase 13 with 1° prelaunch alignment

misalignment in azimuth and no updates.

116

60 seconds prior to liftoff through 267 seconds

beyond end of mission phase 13.

Same as Run #10

1) LGC Glock Alignment Summary

Same as Run #10.

2) Prelaunch Alignment Summary

Same as Run #10, except Sais -0.9121°,
—_— Oo — 2 °o

Yai = 70-9237 , Zi = -0.0128",

3) Guidance Reference Release Summary

a) at 0.64 seconds after liftoff, 1.1 gts

were sensed by the prelaunch alignment

program,

b} Consequently, gyrocompassing was terminated

and MP2 initiated at 0.67 seconds.

¢) The LGC clock was zeroed at 0.77 seconds.

4} SIVB Shutdown Detection Summary

Same as Run #10.

5) Late Suborbital Abort Command Summary

Same as Run #10,

6) Cold Soak Attitude Maneuver Summary

a) Desired cold soak gimbal angles (AOG = -111.7°,
AIG = -25,1°, AMG =-5,8°) were achieved and

held within the 5° deadband zone,
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7)

dD) A 149,00%, 29.79 second attitude maneuver

was performed to the cold soak attitude.

c¢) The amount of RCS fuel used during the

maneuver was 8.91°

DPS1 Guidance Summary

a} The flight path angle achieved at cutoff

was -0,039°,

b) The targeted radial distance R, of

21,992,000 feet represents an apogee of

3617.0 nautical miles. The aporee acnieved

at cutoff was 3612.2 nautical miles.

c) The trim gimbal was used 39% of the ourn

time.

DPS2_ Guidance Summary

Tabulated below are the radial and down range

position and velocity terminal oarameters for

the braking and approach phases in spherical,

earth-centered, non-rctating coordinates:

BrakingPhase

Parameters Desired Achieved

RSO(m) 6.68691.73498+6 6.68716 72b8E+0

RS2(rad) 5.797001 7 348-3 6.4612637608-3

¥S0 (m/sec) -2,1331752h2H41 =2, 20741 26848+1

VS2(rad/sec) ~6.533226733E-5 -6.9762961598-5

approachPhase

Parameters Desired achieved

RSO(m) 6.654376002E+6 0 664USY996 E +5

RS2(rad) 657789248 2E-6 3. 300607000E-5
VSO (m/sec ) -7.313936765E+0 -7.715987968E+0

VS2(rad/sec) -1,469364777E-6 - 3.568 31149286
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The trim gimbal usage during the burn was 914;

the remainder of the burn time was spent under

RCS jet control.

9) Throttle Control Summary

97%   93%

12%

Braking Phase Approach Phase ——~»

0%g
Thrust

Time

10) Random Throttle Summary

The throttle profiles commanded and achieved

are summarized below:

& Commanded & Achieved

10 12

50 50

30 30
4o ko

20 20

11) DAP-Off Summary

Same as Run #10, except that the attitude drift

waa 1.06°,  



Total

12)

13)

24)

4PS2 Guidance Summary

a) At MP13 ignition, the Luc T640 and VG

were 456 seconds and 6362 ft/sec, respective-

ly. integrating the vahicle state at cutoff

ahead in stable member coordinates to the

time of intercept along 4s conic, the targeted

intercept point (RIVEC}) is compared with the

projected vehicle state at 24,794.16 seconds

(TINT):

RIVEC (meters) K(meters) at TINT

-3,057, 728 +3,165,563

-5, 762,166 ~5,768,000

-1,2hh, 790 ~1,039,018

The targeted radius magnitude at cutoff

was 6,687,649 meters; the RCO achieved

was 6,695,317 meters.

Orbital Integration/Average ‘; Navigation Summary
 

Mission Phese AR_Error (feet; V_Error( ft/sec)

MP2 110,442 426.88

MP6 233,317 ~NF .52

MP6 /MP7 218,267 252.80

MP? 18,019 ~ 7629

MP7/MP9 268,021 - 46.48

MPO 28,745 ~- 40.49

MP9/MP11 -137,924 148.87

MP1L 1h2,966 ~ 69,61

MP11/MP13 17,126 162,89

MP13 60, 349 52,52

522,796 634.57

Timeline and Other Summaries

Refer to the appendix.
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Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Ob jective:

Results:

 

RUN #12

Mission phases 7 and 8 with mission phase and

timer updates, state vector updates, burn target

updates, uplink guidance reference release command,

uplink DFI T/M calibrate, uplink mission idle com-

mand, uplink LMP command, and function inhibit/enable

updates. Includes a sequence of illegal updates,

106

60 seconds prior to initiation of MP7 through

scheduling cf MP9.

Demonstrate proper uplink activity for VERB's

64 through 76 during both active and inactive

portions of the mission,

1) In the interval between MP7 and MP& (mission

timers enabled and MP8 scheduled via mission

timer #4) a VERB 65 ENTER was sent. As a

result bit 2 of FLAGWRD1 (GRR flag) was changed

from a zero to a one, Since the prelaunch

alignment program was not running, the major

mode wag not changed to Ok.

2) A VERS 66 ENTER was sent to initiate the Lac

DFI T/M CALIBRATE sequence, As 4 result

LMP command 236 was issued, followed in 12

seconds by LMP commands 237 and 198, and

followed in 2 seconds by LMP command 199.

3) A VERB 67 ENTER was sent, followed by a legal

(1-255) but unused LMP command 26, The

LMP command was transmitted and bit 6 of

FLAGWRD2 (VERI flag) was inverted,

4) A VERB 70 ENTER was gent to set unused mission

timer #2 to 16383 seconds. As a result

MTIMER2 was changed from 77777 to 377773  



6)

7)

 

and VEnI flag was inverted.

4A VERB 71 ENTER was sent to set unused mission

phase register #2 to MPS. As s result MPHASE2

was changed from 77777. to ity and VERI flag

waa inverted.

A VERB 76 ENTER was sent “cliowed oy the first

 

of ly states vector update como

a VERB 75 ED

ents. Next

 

ve try cnanging s

purn parameter before compistine Lae state

vactor load. Ag 4 rasult the wnerator Error

light was jit and an ERAOR RESET wss gent to

extinguish it. The next two components of the

state vector ware loaded and then the sequence

was terminated by 2 VERS 3), SNTSR. The major

mode was shanged from 275 and YEFL flag waa

left unchanged,

At 3322 seconds 4 VERS 64 ENTEwes sent followed

by an index of one and a GET of 5244 seconds,

As a result mission timer 1 wee cnanged from

77777, to 3007, (1927 seconds! and JERI flag

was inverted.

A VERB 75 ENTER was sent folluwead by 3 illegal

target parameter indices of 7, -i, and 9, The

dllegai indices were ignored. Nexzs a legal

index of i was sent followed cy the major and

minor parts of kK. Then a third DPS] target

parameter was sent which was treated as an

index and ignored because it was sot in the

legai range of i-y. Similarly two more illegal

indices of ~2 and 0 were sent und ignored.

Pinally a legal index of 3 was sent followed

by more parameter numbers, ali of which were

ignored. Aa a result of ali cots, the original

parameters loaded were not altered and

 

VERI fieg was inverted,  



9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

uy)

A VERB 67 ENTER was sent followed by an illegal

LMP command 256. 4g 2 resuit the LMP command

was not issued, the Operator Error light was

lit, and VERI flag was inverted. An ERROR

Reset was sent to extinguish the alarm light.

A VERB 72 ENTER was sent to schedule illegal

mission phase 23 in 123458 seconds via mission

timer #1. As a result the mission timer pair

was left alone (MPHASE] = TIT7T 7g» MIIMER1 =

3562g), the Operator Error light was lit, and

VERI flag was inverted. An ERROR RESET was

sent to extinguish the alarm light.

A VERB 71 ENTER was sent to schedule mission

phase 6 via mission timer #2. Since MP6 is

not suppose to be started via the mission sche-

duling routine(it ia initiated upon detection

of SIVB shutdown}, MPHASE2 was left at T1777@»

the Operator Error light was lit, and VERI flag

was inverted. An ERROR RESET was sent to

extinguish the alarm light.

At 3350 seconds a VERB 64 ENTER was sent followed

by an index of three and a GET of 0 seconds.

Since the GET represents a time gone past,

MTIMER3 was left at T7777Qs the Operator Error

light was lit, and VERI flag was inverted. An

ERROR RESET was sent to extinguish the alarm light,

A VERB 73 ENTER was sent to perform a function

inhibit/enable update, followed by an illegal index

of k. As a result none of the funetion inhibit/

enable switches were changed, the Operator Error

light was lit, and VENI flag was inverted. An

ERROR RESET was sent to extinguish the alarm light.

A series of four VERB 75 ENTER's were sent

followed by normal ourn target updates for DPSl,

DPS2, APS2 and a time update. For index 4  



15)

le}

17)

18)

19)

TIMEZ,1 and TE,l were incremsnies by 12

centiseconds, ach burn and time parameter

was correctly modified and VEX! ‘Slag was

inverted correctly after each of the four

updates,

A series of six VERB 73 ENYER's was sent to

individually invert and reinvert eacn of the

fumstion inhibit/enable switeh states. The

state of bits 1, 2, 3 of FLAGWRE. were flipned

properly and VER] flag was inverted correctly

after each of the six updates.

A VERB 76 ENTER was sent to perform a normal

state vector update. ill 1L components were

loaded corractly into REFROV, REFVCV, TE, +1

correctly and VERI flag was inverted,

A VERB 3) ENTER was sent after tne VERS XX

ENTER, for XX= 64, 67, 70, 71, 72, 73, 75, 7b.

Ag a pesult each uplink sequence was terminated

Properly and VERI flag was never inverted,

The Orbital Integration flag ibit 7 of FLAGWRD2)

was set and then a VEXB 76 ENTER atate vector

update was attempted. 4s 4 result the Mafor

Mode remained at 27g the incorporation of the

REPRVC, 6

was delayed, and VERI flag was inverted. Next

the Orbital Integration flag was reset and the

Major Mode changed to 00, the state vector waa

 

state vector into   » and TS, +1

incorporated and VERI flag was uct inverted.

The Orbital Integration flag was set and then

a VERB 75 ENTER state vector time update was

attempted. 4s a result the Major Mode remained

at 27g, TIME2,1 and TE, +1 were not incremented

by 24 centimeconds, and VERI flag was inverted.

Next the Orbital Integration flag was reset and

the Major Mode was changed to 00, TIME2,1

and TE, +1 were incremented by 24 aentiseconds,  



20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

 

and VERI flag was not inverted.

A VERB 72 ENTER was sent to schedule MP8 in

7 secomds via mission timer #3. As a result

MTIMER3 was changed from 177776 to 7g» MPHASE3

was changed from 77777, to 10g, and VERI flag

was inverted.

A VERB 76 ENTER state vector update sequence

was initiated to overlap the start of a mission

phase. When MPS became due prior to the comple-

tion of the load sequence, sn interval VERB 34.

ENTER was generated to kill the state vector

update. VERI flag was not inverted.

A series of VERB XX ENTER was sent, for XX=_

64, 67, 70, 71, 72, 73, 75, and 76. Since

MP8 was active and the mission timers were not

enabled, the operator error light was lit and

VERI flag was not inverted, An ERROR RESET

was sent after each update.

4 VERB 74. ENTER was sent to terminate MP8.

A VERB 72 ENTER was sent to schedule MP9 in

8 seconds via mission timer #3. As a result

MIIMER3 was changed from T7777 to 10g,

MPHASE3 was changed from 17777 to 10z5

and VERI flag was inverted.

 

 



Deseription:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #13

Mission Phases 1 and 2 (Prelaunch Alignment and

Guidance Reference Release) with GRH via VERB 65

at 3 seconds before liftoff, followed by three

redundant VERB 65's,

112

60 seconds prior to liftoff througn 20 seconds

beyond liftoff.

1) Demonstrate proper termination of prelaunch

alignment and initiation of MP2 upon receipt

of a VERB 65,

2) Verify that redundant VERB oSts sent after

guidance reference release are ignored.

1) Prelaunch Alignment and GRR Summary

4) The prelaunch alignment program was initiated

at liftoff - 55 seconds.

bd) The prelaunch gyrocompassing loop held the

IMU platform to the proper gimbal angles

of AOG = 122°, AIG= 0°, AMG = 30° such
that at GRR the euler set from desired to

actual stable member alignment axes were

Xatg = 70-0072, Y., = -0.0003°, 44, =
-0.0091°.

c) A VERB 65 was received and the internal

GRR flag set at 2.99 seconds before liftoff.

d) Consequently, gyrocompasaing was terminated

and MP2 initiated at 2.70 seconds before

liftoff,

@) The LGC clock was zeroed at 0.30 seconds

after liftoff.

  



2) Redundant VERB 65 Summary

Three more VERB 6S's were received at 1,69,

1.29, and 0.89 seconds before liftorf. No

resultant action was taken because the

prelaunch alignment program had already been

terminated and only it can initiate MP2.

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #14, #15, #17

Mission phases 9, ll, and 13 with on engine ignition

failure.

See below.

Start of mission phase through premature termination

of mission phase.

Verify that the PGNCS Delta V monitor can:

a) Detect a DPS engine ignition failure in MP9,

MP11 and an 4PS engine ignition failure in

MP13.

Initiate the mission idling sequence snd

enable the mission timers.

Protect the Average 3 state vector until it

is transferred to tne Orbital Integration

program,

Ignition Failure Detection Summery

1) The time that the DPS/APS engine was commanded

on is given below with the time that the AV

monitor detected that the enzine thrust level

had not built up to 22.5 cm/sec” (DPS) or
200 om/sec* (SPS) during tne first Tew seconcs

of the burn (Program ..larm O21u054)-

 

Mission Engine AV Monitor

Run # Rev. Phase Commanded On Detection

14 106 MP9 14,446.43 sec. 14,450.59 sec.

15 113 MPll 16,615.02 16,620.82

17 106 MP1 22,310.65 22,324.85

 



2} To terminate mission phsuse activity (Program Alarm

00315g), the Luc system programs were initialized,

the engine was commanded off, the vehicle attitude

was held, +X transletion was terminated, the DAP

deadband was set to 5.0°, and the mission timers

were enabled,

  
The Average ¢G positi and velocity state vector

errors just before the engine was commanded on are

listed below slong with those transferred to the

Orbital Integration program when the rezding of

 

the PIPA's was terminsted,
Engine Orbital

Commandea in zntegration
RUN # R-Error    arpror R-Error V-Error

14 Soo ft. O.U7 ft/sec S70 ft. 0.56 ft/sec.

17 406 ft, 0.8 ft/sec 359 ft. 3.00 ft/sec.
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Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Resulta:

 

RUN #15 through #<2i

Mission phases 9 and 11 with premsture engine

shutdown(a).

See below.

Start of mission phase through esr-_:

 

of mission phase,

Verify that the FGNCS Delta ¥ moniter can:

aj Detect a premature DPS engine shutdown.

b) initiate the mission idling sequence and

enable the mission timers.

ce) Protect the Average & state vector until it

is transferred to the Orbitei Integration

program,

Fremature Engine Shutdown Detection summary

1) The time that the OPS engine shutdown prematurely

is given below, with the time that the AV moni-

tor detected that the engine thrust level fell

below 22.5 cm/sec” for 2 Sew seconds during the

burn (Program Alarm O1U05.). lady

 

» and

{R) below represent the epproacn, bréking, and

random throttle phases of MPll.

Mission Premature V Monitor
Run # Rev. Phase Shutdown, Detection

18 106 Mpg 14,474.08 sec. 14,460.59 sec.

19 113 MP1in 17,240.06 sec. 17,146.81 sec.

20 113 MPLIB 16,794.08 sec. 16,800.51 sec.

21 133 MP1LR 7,297,08 sec, 17,302.81 sec.

  



To terminate mission phase activity (Program Alarm

00315g), the LGC system programs were initialized,

the DPS engine was commended off, the vehicle

attitude was held, +X translation was terminated,

the DAP deadband was set to 5.0°, and the mission

timers were enabled.

The Average G position and velocity state vector

errors just before the engine shut down prematurely

ere listed below along with those transferred to

the Orbital integration program when the reading

of the PIPAts was terminated.
Premature Orbital

Shutdown Integration
Run _# R-Errop V-Error ReSrror V-Error

 

 

18 613 ft. O.54 ft/sec. 626 ft. G.42 ft/sec.

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objective:

Results:

 

RUN #23

Mission Phase 13 (:PS2 Burn)

burn to completion and AT =

116

30 saconds prior to start of

of mission phase,

2) Verify that the powered

tions can:

a) Achieve the desired

b) Achieve the desired

with ® 192 second

0. 3b.

MP1} through end

ascent guidence equa+

intercept target.

altitude at cutoff.

2) Compare timing sequences against the GSOP

timeline.

1) Guidance Summary

&) At MP13 ignition, the Loo

were 19 seconds and 2296

tively.

TGO and VG

ft/sec, respec

Integrating the vehiele state at

2)

cutoff ahead in stable member coordinates

to the time of intercept along a conic,

the targeted intercept point (RIVEC)

is compared with the ornjected vehicle

state at 24,419 seconds (TINT):

RIVEC (meters) (meters) at TINT

~4,743,159 a4, 746,59
#4595, 276 4,586,742

249,760 848,216

The targeted radius magnitude at cutoff

was £,€86,035 meters; the RCO achieved

was 6,586,000 meters.

Timeline and Uther Summaries

Refer tc the appendix.  



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #2h through #32

Mission phases 3 througn i3 witn a VERB 74 termina-

tion,

See below.

Start of mission phase through premature termina-

tion of mission phase.

Verify that a VERE 7L transmitted via the uplink

cant

a) Terminate mission phase activity, initiate

the mission idling sequence, and enable the

mission timers.

b) Protect the Average G state vector until the

reading of the PIPA's is terminated and the

state vector is transferred to the Oroital

Integration program.

VERB 74 Termination Summary

a} Misaion
Fun Rev. Phase Occurrence

2h 108 MP7 After SIVB/LM separation

failure,

25 106 MPS Cold sock maneuver

26 10 MPS Burn

27 108 41 Random throttle pnase

28 108 MP11 Braking phase

29 108 MPLL Approach phase

30 106 MP1L3 Burn

31 108 MELL Pre-burn attitude maneuver

32 112 MP3 end DPS burn

33 106 MPL Burn

In each case, immediately after the VERS 74

was received, the LSC system programs wers  



 

initialized, the engine was commaniad off, the

vehicle attitude was held, +X translation was

terminated, the DAP deadband was set to 5.0°,

and the mission timers were enabled.

The Average G position and velocity state vector

errors just before the VERE 74 was received are

listed along with those transferred to Orbital

Integration when the reading of the PIPA's was

terminated,

drbital

~- VERB TH_ tegration
   

 

 Run # R-Error Y-urror

2h 343 Ct. 0.77 ft/sec jhe ft. 0.69 ft/sec.

26 613 ft. 0.54 ft/sec 571 ft. 0.46 ft/sec,

30 lo ft. 3.68 ft/sec 4i2 ft. 4.09 ft/sec.

32 35 ft. 0.32 ft/sec 35 ft. 0.30 ft/sec.

33 ak2 ft. 2.41 ft/sec 276 ft. 2.37 ft/sec.

 



Deacription:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #34

Mission Phase 9 (bPSi “urn) with critical RCS

jet failures during the pre-burn attitude maneuver.

113

60 seconds prior to start of MP9 through 30 seconds

beyond premature termination of mission phase.

1} Verify that the 20S failure monitor can:

a) Detect an ROS jet failure (low 6 bits of

channel 32).

b) Isolate the appropriate jet pair by LMP

commands.

c) Keep a record of the state of the isolation

valves,

d) Update the D.Pts jet-policy selection

logic.

2) Verify that when the Dap fails to find a jet-

policy selection to perform the attitude

maneuver with the failed RCS jets, the jet-

abort sequence is initiated which will term-

inate mission phase ectivity, initiate the

mission idling sequence, and enable the mission

timers.

1) RCS Failure Monitor Summary

a) Jet numbers € and 14 were failed on at

14,180,60 saconds during the attitude

maneuver and jet number 5 was failed on

2@ seconds later, The LGC erasable memory

dump at the end of the run showed tnat

pits 1, 2, and 5 of channel 32 were zero

(inverse logic).

= un  



2)

 

o) LMP command 108 (THRUST ISOl

 

Tiuh VALVES,

QUADRANT 1, SYSTEM 3 - CLOS=) was sent at

14,182.78 seconds, resulting in RCS jet pair

1h and 16 being turned off av 14,162.76

 

seconds. LMP command 232 1: THs ISOLATION

VALVES, QUADRANT 4, SYSTEM ~ 3103) was

sent at 14,153.74 seconds, resulting in RCS

jet peir 2 and L being turned off at 14,183.66

seconds, LMP command 94 (THRUST LSOLATION

VALVES, QUADRANT 3, SYSTEM - (LOSE) was gent

at 14,184.82 seconds, resulting in RCS jet

pair S and 8 being turmed off 2: 14,164.62

 

 

seconds, The corresponding vuve ciosure

reset commands (109, 233, snd °u!; were issued

0.96 seconds following the valve-closure commands,

ce} The LGC erasable memory dum st the end of the

run showed that LMPJFAIL contained 00023,

indicating that the isolation valves associated

with failure bits 1, 2, and 5 were closed.

   d) The dump also showed that CHSMASK (a, R-axes)

and CH6MASK (P-axis) contained U0206, and

00340, respectively, the correct channel 5

and channel 6 bit configurations that corres-

pond to the jets disabled,

jet Abort Summary

The jet abort routine (Program .lerm 00312,,)

terminated mission phase activity ‘Program Alarm

00315g) by initializing the Luc system programs,

commanding the DPS engine off, terminating x

translation, commanding vehicte altitude hold,

setting the DAP deadband to 5.0°, and enabling

the mission timers,  



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #35

Mission Phase 9 (DPS dsurn) with critical jet

failures during the pre-burm ullage.

106

60 seconds prior to svart of MP9 through 50 seconds

beyond premature terminetion of mission phase,

1) Verify that the RCS failure monitor can:

a) Detect an RCS jet failure (low 8 bits of

channel 32).

bd) Isolate the appropriate jet pair py LMP

commands.

ce) Keep a record of tne state of the isolation

valves.

da) Update the DiP's jet-policy selection logic.

2) Verify that when the DaP fails to find a

jet-policy selection to perform the ullage

with the failed RCs jets, the jet-abort sequence

is initiated which will:

a) Terminate mission phase activity, initiate

the mission idling sequence, and enable

the mission timers,

bv) Protect the .veraze G state vector until

it is transferred to the Orbital Integration

program.

1) RCS Failure Monitor Summary

a) Jet numbers ¢ and 7? were failed on at

14,442.40 seconds during the pre-burn ullage.

a  



2)

the LGC erasable memory dump st the end of

the run showed that bits i and & of channel

32 were zero (inverse lozic).

LMP command 110 (THRUST iSGLATION VALVES,

QUADRANT 3, SYSTEM B - CLOSE) was sent at

14,443.90 seconds, resulting in RCS jet pair

6 and 7 being turned off at ih,443.90 seconds,

LMP command 232 (THRUST ISULATION VALVES,

QUADRANT ., SYSTEM A - CLOS2!' wags sent at

1b,44u.98 seconds, resulting in KCS jet pair

2 and 4 being turned off at 1h,ui4.98 seconds.

The corresponding valve-closure reset commands

(111 and 233) were issued 0.96 seconds follow-

ing the valve-clogure commands.

The LGC erasable memory dump at the end of

the run showed that LMPJPAIL contained 00011, s

indicating that the isolation valves associated

with failure bits 1 and 4 were closed.

The dump also showed that CHSMASK (, R-axes)

and CH6MASK (P-axis) conteined 00012, and

00101, respectively, the correct channel 5

and channel 6 bit configurations that corres-

pond to the jets disabled.

Jet abort Summary

a)

b)

The jet-abort routine (Program Alarm 003128)

terminated mission phase activity (Program

Alarm 00315g) by initializing the LGC system

programs, commanding the DPS angine off,

terminating +X translation, commanding

vehicle attitude hold, setting tne DAP deadband

to 5.0°, and enabling the miasion timers.

The Average G position and velocity state

vector errors just before the ACS jet failures

were 564 feet and 0.49 ft/sec, respectively.

When the reading of the PIPA'ts was terminated

78  



and the state vector was transferred to the

Orbital Integration program, the R-#rror was

567 feet and the ¥-Error was 0.47 ft/sec,

 



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Opjectives:

Results:

RUN #36

Mission Phase 3 (Suborbital Abort) with SIVB

tumble rate in excess of 2.09°/second,

li

SIVB shutdown through 15 seconds beyond detection

of tumbling.

t Demonstrate that tne tumble monitor program

can detect spin in excess of 3°/second about

the NAV BASE axes and will keep the TUMBLE

flag (bit 13 of FLAGWRDI) set only as long

as the tumbling criteria is exceeded,

Verify that after the abort RCS pressurization

sequence has bean performed, the MP3 program

will wait indefinitely until the TUMBLE

flag 1s reset before procesding.

Tumble Monitor Summary

1

2

SIVB shutdown occurred at 500 seconds.

The vehicle was tumbling about X, Y, and Z

NaV BASE axes at the rates of 3.3°/sec,
3.5°/sec, and 3.2°/sec respectively.

MP3 was initiated via the suborbital abort

uplink command at 506 seconds.

The tumble monitor was started at 506 seconds,

The abort RCS prassurization sequence was

initiated at 507 seconds.

MP3 began "holding" while tne TUMBLE flag

was set at 516 seconds.

The LSC erasable memory dump at the end of

the run showed that the TUMBLE flag was set

ang that the tumble monitor program was active

(TUMBLMON flag set - Bit li of FLAGWRD1),  



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectivas:

Resulta:

RUN #3?

Mission Phase 4 (Contingency Orbit Insertion)

with SIVB tumble rate in excess of 2.99°/second.

106

SIVB shutdown through 20 seconds peyond detection

of tumbling.

1)

2)

Demonstrate that the tumble monitor progran

ean detect spin in excess of 3°/ second about

the NAV 3.S5E axes and will keep the TUMBLE

flag (bit 13 of FL

ag the tumbling criteria is exceeded.

 

WRD1L} set only as long

Verify that after tne sport RCS pressurization

sequence has been performed, the MP program

will wait indefinitely until the TUMBLE flag

is reset before proceeding.

Tumble Monitor Summsery

2)

2)

SIVB shutdown occurred at 565 seconds.

The vehicle was tumbling sbout X, Y, and Z

Nav BASE axes at the rates of 3.8°/sec,

3.5°/sec, and 3.2°/see respectively.

MPu was initiated via tne contingency orbit

insertion uplink command at 590 seconds.

The tumble monitur wes started at 590 seconds

The abort RCS pressurization saquence was

initiated at 591 seconds.

MP began "nolding" while the TUMBL2 flag

was set at o00 seconds.

The LGC erasable memory dump at the end of the

run showed that the TUMBLE flag was set and

that the tumble monitor program was active

(TUMBLMON flag set - bit 1h of FLacwspl),  



Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

 

RUN #38 through #41

Mission Phases 1, 2, 6, 7, and & with L3C restarts

(GOJAM's), liftoff detector, and subsequent redundant

THR vie VERB 65.

113

60 seconds of prelsunch alignment through end of MP6.

1) Verify that mission phases 1, ¢, 6, 7, and 6 are

restart protected.

2 Demonstrate minimal effects cof restarts on the

following mission phase performance:

4) Prelaunchn stable member sliznment.

b) Proper termination of preisunch alignment

and initiation of MP2 upon detection of 1.1

g's by the prelaunch program,

ce) 4 pedundant GRR (VERB 65) sent 2 seconds

after liftoff is ignored.

d) Detection of SIVB shutdown cy the boost

monitor and proper initiation of MPé.

e}) Proper calculation end attainment of desired

cold soak attitude.

1) Restart Summary

Restarts were forced at various critical points

within each mission phase and also every 8.2

seconds, for a total of LOW restarts. The per-

formance of the mission phases was not signifi-

cantly affected in the ares of timing, although

some events were repeated (cold fire purge ini-

tiation, attitude maneuver) due to restarts,

delaying mission sequencing slightly. In addition,
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one LGC down-telemetry cr

 

twice, once

at liftoff and agein at initistion of the boost

monitor, because the computer was too busy to

process the telemetry interrupt until the next

 

  ene came due, The LUC state vactor navigation

errors were noticably hign, due to the restarts

that oceurred at liftoff and during the navigation

program,

Mission Phase Performance

a) Prelaunch alignment Summary

The prelaunch gyrocompassing loop held tha IMU

platform to the ;roper aimbal angles of 403 =122°,

aI3 = 0°, that at SRR the euler

 

°
= 30° suc

 

set from desired to =ctusl stable member align-

ment axea were Xo ~ =0.0519°, ¥_,_ = -9.0256°,
= 30

Znis 7 ~0.00L8".
mis mis

b) Guidance Reference xelezse Summary

1) At 0,68 seconds after liftoff, 1.1 g's

were sensed by the prelaunch alignment

program,

ai) Consequently, zyrocompassing was terminated

and MP2 initiated at 9.71 seconds.

aii) The LGC ciock was zeroed at 0.87 seconds.

c} Redundant GRR commana Summary

« VERB 65 was transmitved at 2 seconds after

liftoff, with no rasulting action taken by

the flignt program,

a} VB Shutdown Suinm  

4) SIVS shutdown occurred at 587 seconds

after lifterf.

ii} The SIV Delte ¥ monitor detected shut-

down at 590 seconds.

iid} MPS was initiated «t 590 seconds.

  



8} Cold Soak Attitude Maneuver Summery

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Tne desired cold soak gimbal angies

(aod: +112.5°, ato: -25.7°, ama: -5.4°)
were achieved and hald within the 5°
deadband,

A 1b9.11°, 29.81 second attitude maneuver

was performed to the cold soak attitude.

The amount of RCS fuel used during the

cold soak maneuver was 2.7 pounds, com-

peared with the nominal 5-10 pounds.

See appendix for other detaiis.
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Deseription:

Revision:

Durstion:

Objectives.

Results:

  

Mission Phase 9 (D?31 Surn) witn Lac restarts (SOJAMts), 

109

60 seconds prior to start cf MP4 through 10 seconds

beyond end of mission phase.

1) Verify that MPO is restart protected.

2) Demonstrate minimal efrect of restarts on mission

phase performance,

1) Restart Summary

Restarts were forced «t various critical points

 

 

within the mission phase and slso every 10 seconds,

for s total of 101 restarts, The performances of

MP9 was not significantly affected in tne areas

of guidance, timing, or nuvigetion, altho some

 

events were resested .Oroitai integration, attitude

maneuver) due to restsrts, delaying mission sequenc

 

ing slightly. The gtx vector errors were about

double those in Run #5.

2} Suidance Summary

aj The flight pute anctie sshieved at cutoff was
0.0029,

b} The turgetad radi

 

distance *p of 21,992,Cc00

feet represents in ogee of 3617.0 nautical

 

miles, The aposee achieved at cutorf was

3619,9 nym

c) See appendix for otner details.

 



Deseription:

Revision:

Duration:

Ob jectives:

Results:

RUN #43, ua

Mission Phase li (DPS2/Fire-In-Tne-Hold/4Psl)

with Loc restarts.

113

4O seconds prior to start of MP1l through end of

mission phase.

1)

2)

Verify that MPl1 is restart protected,

Demonstrate minimal effect cf restarts on mission

phase performance,

Restart Summary

Restarts were forced at various criticai points

within the mission phase and also every 20 seconds,

for a total of 303 restarts. ‘The performance of

MP1] was not significantly affected in the areas

of guidance, timing, or navigation, although

some events were repeated (Orbital Integration,

attitude maneuver) due to restarts, delaying mission

sequencing slightly.

One LGC down-telemetry frame was sent twice at

DPS ignition because the computer was too busy

to process the telemetry interrupt until che next

one came due. Also, due to the way that the LM

vehicle was modeled in the simulation, the abort

staging sequence was successfully completed follow-

ing restarts during the DPS burn, in apite of the

diserepancy in the flight program (refer to 206

Plight Memo #12); in the real LM vehicle, the staging

could not have occurred becsuye a restart sets

LGC channel 11 bits 13 (engine on) and 14h (engine

off) both to zero, Finally, tne LGC mass estimation

and state vector errors were about twice as high as

expected,  



2) Suidance Summary

a) Braking Phase

eoln/aee)

VS2{rad/sec)

 

  

  

 

schieved

6.6871 75123E+6

6. 5066814408- 3
-2, 2004316 20R+1

-6,991933784E-5

  

Parameter achieved

RSC (m} 6. ELASTY36846

RS2(rad) 2.4 33972000E-5

¥30 (m/sec) -7.7175137282 +6

VS2(rad/sec) - 3. bL7630797E-6

5) Throttle Control Summ

She 90%

|

| | )
Se88

\ Hojo ™.| | 7

| Kon | —
{ : NN

| i 128
\ i

—— Braking Phase approach Phase ——
a

Thrust | 0%

L
Time

  



 

¢) Random Throttle Summary

& Commanded % schieved

10 le

50 4g

30 26

ko 39

20 1b

d) Timeline and Other Summaries

Refer to the appendix.
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Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Objectives:

Results:

RUN #L5

Mission Phase 1? (AP32 Burn: with e LiC restart 62

seconds into the burn.

106

30 seconds prior to start of MP.i through end of

mission phase,

1) Verify that s restart after ignition in MP1?

will detach the guidsnce so tnet the ourn will

 

 continue at a fixed attitude until fuel depletion,

2) Verify that the continuution ourn is restart

protected.

a} MP13 ignition occurred it 22,319 seconds.

 

b) The ascent crossfeed va test set sequence
   

initiated at 22, seconds.

 

ce) 4 restart was forced

d) The major mode was changed to 47 at 22,391

seconds, indicating tnat the dummy MP13

program had been .mi:iated so hold § constant

burn attitude.

e) More restarts were

 

rced avery 3,15 seconds

beginning 2t 22,776 seccnds.

 

f) Fuel depletion occurred az 2775 seconds,

z) The Delta ¥ monitor devecved thrust tatloff

at 22,783 seconds.

h) The ascent crossfieed valve test reset saquence wes

initiated at c2,+

 

seconas.

i) The reading of the S1Y.'s was terminaved

at 22,823 seconds.

Refer to the appendix for other details,
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RUN #46

Description: Mission Phase 3 (Suborbital Abort) with LGC restarts.

Revision: 110

Duration: SIVB shutdown through end of MP13,

Objectives: 1) Verify that MP3 1s restart protected.

2) Demonstrate minimal affect of restarts on mission

phase performance,

Results: 1) Restart Summary

29 restarts were forced at various critical points

within the mission phase, The performance of

MP3 was not significantly affected in the areas

of guidance, timing, or navigation,

2) Mission Phase Performance

Refer to the appendix.

 



Deseription:

Revision:

Duretion:

Objectives:

Results:

Mission Phase 4 (Contingency ercit insertion) with a 20

second premature SIVE shutdown, ° second delay until abort

uplink command, and LGC restaris.

108

SIVB shutdown through 19 seconis >eyond end of mission phase,

1) Verify that nominal orbit insertion can be achieved.

}) Demonstrate minimal effect of restarts on mission phase

performance and verify thu: MPL is restart protected.

3} Compare with Run #3c, which is almost identicel without

restarts,

Orbit Insertion Suiaance summary

a) Targets

Same aa Run #3.

ob) SIVS Shutdown Sondi

 

+ 585 Seconds

Same as Run #3c.

co) MPL ignition Conditions st 653 Seconds

  snition

 

Ve coaas
ignition

 

 

 

(apomee = 3526.4 nam)
(perisee = 2533.. a.m.)

d} Jidance Cutoff 2 @88 Seconds

Ryo = 2lsuh5,758 feat

Yoo 7 25,683.52 f£t/ses

{apogee = 3502.0 nom,

  



2) Hestert Summary

Restarts were forced at various critica: points in the

MPL program and also every 20 seconds during the burn

for a total of hi restarts. Mission phase performance

was not significantly affected in the areas of guid-

ance, timing or navigation,

4)

iy
°

Some events (Orbitel Intecsration, attitude maneuver)

had to be repeated, delaying the mission sequencing

sligntly.

Fuel consumption was noticably nigher than in Run #3e.

 

Program alarm 112g was displayed, indicating that

the MP4 attitude maneuver failed to achieve the

desired ignition gimbal angles. This wes due to the

combination of the 10°/sec abort maneuver rate and

the restarts during the maneuver, which caused the

resmaneuver to read its initial gimbal angles before

the gimbals stopped. Consequently it computed the

time to read the final gimbal angles too early and

alarmed, This will usually happen under these

circumstances, although the DAP will shortly achieve

the desired angles.

\ LGC down-telemetry frame was sent twice 16 seconds

before DPS ignition because the computer was too

busy to process 9 telemetry interrus® untit the next

one came due,

Timeline end Other Summaries

Refer to the appendix,
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Description:

Revision:

Duration:

Ob jectives:

Results:

RUN #48

Nominal Mission Phases L and 13, with LM abort staging

commanded via che LGC uplink.

i be we

oO seconds cf prelaunen ullg

end of MP13.

mment through 60 seconds beyond 

1} Yerify thut nominel orbit insertion can be achieved

VE shutdown by the DPS

suidance equations,

with e 4O second

  

commanded by the sscent

é)} Demonstrate that following MPy, & LGC state vector update,

a burn target update, the .cort staging LMP sequence,

 

and a mission phase/timer up

vig uplink to initiate }

2t@ can de incorporsted

 

3 properly.

w Verify that che towered sacent -uidence equations can:

a} sehieve the desired

 

db) chieve the desired

1} Orbit Insertion 3uidance Summary

\a) Targets

Same as Run #2.

    +) SIVB Shatdown Tend:   ons at 545 Seconds.
 

R= 21,446,391 feet

Yo= 22,625.16 ft/sec

(apogee = 3526.5 nem.)

(perigee = 2253.b nem.)

ce) Mph Zgnition conditions st 627 Seconds.

= 21,h00,14a feet

= 22,092.56 rt/sec

 

(apogee =

 

(periges

a3  



#)

Guidance ‘Cutoff Conditions at 120 seconds

Reo = 21,147,865 feet

Veg = 25,677.86 ft/sec

(apogee = 3560.3 n.m.}

(perigee = 3527.4 nim}

Jplink Activity Summary

St 1160 seconds » VERB 76 state vector update was

performed. Unfortunetely the updste -fe the state

vector errors sven worse.

At 1186 seconds 2 burn target update was

 

performed to change HIVEC, TINT, and #o9 for MP13,

 

2% 1220 seconds, LMP command 36

was sent via VERB 67.

At 1224 seconds, LMP command 22 (3

COMMAND} was sent vie VERS 67.

  

At 1229 seconds, LMF command 39 (..2027

COMMAND RESET) was sent vis VER2 67.

 

At 13L0 seconds e VERB 72 mission vnsse/timer update

wags performed to schedule MP13 in 42° seconds via

mission timer #2.

Something that was overlooked wags thet LO° MSS

should have peen updated after staying via a VERB 22,

etc. Because it wasn't, the LGC estimation of the

mass of the LM during MP13 was some 5700 pounds

high or in error by 4e%. The effect on mission phese

performance wes not noticable because to MP13ts

anticipated thrust magnitude filter tne mags error

showed up as an off-nominal thrust snd the guidance

compensated for it.
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a)

b)

ssesnt Guidance Summary

at MP13 ignition, the [0% "32 and Vi were 393 seconds

and 5224 feet/second, respectivel~. Integrating

the vehicle state at cutof’ ahead in stable member

coordinates to the time :f intercept along ¢ conic,

the targeted intercept point (RIYEC) is comsred

with the projected vehicle state st 3839.79 seconds

(TINT)

  

RIVEO(motors)
647,735 ~657 4469

~5, 786,642 25,790,129
=3,101, 623 = 5,096, 505

The targeted radius ma_ itude at cutof? was

6,559,362 meters; tna wo achieved was 6,559,400

meters.

Refer to the appendix fcr other summaries.
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4, Length of Mission Phase(s)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Run Mission
No(s). Phasse(s)} Hour Min Sec

1 2,6 a1 49

é 3 3 10

2a 3 3 LL

3 h 5 37

3b 4 4 St

c 4 3 29

AL 7,8 6 53

3 9 & Sy

5a 9 6 Su
5b 9 5 Su
5e 9 5 ol

5c} 9 6 5k

6 il 16 05

ba ul 15 21

7 1 ll 20

7a 13 4 19

8,9 9 e 54

10 2,6,7,8,9,11,13 6 Ly

11 2,6,7,8,9,11,13 6 2 6

hie 2,6,7,8,9,11,13 6 2h 18

12 6 52

38-41 2,6,7,8 54 3

42 3 6 54

AB, 4d 11 16 oS
aS 13 1 14

46 3 x 12

47 4 5 42

48 4 a he
ub 13 $ 3e  



B. Attitude Maneuver

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Run Mission Magnitude
No(s). Phase (degrees:

3 u
3b u

3¢ 4
a 8

5 9
5a 9

5b 9

Se 9

Sel 9

6 il

be 11

7 13

7a 13

B49 9

10 8

10 9

10 il

10 13

il 8

il 9

il 11

il 13

lla 8

lla 9

lla dL

iis 13

23 13

33-41 8

4a 9

ABAa4 il

AS 13

ay 4A

us &

 

  L8 i3 7

oy  



 

Cc, Length of 5urn(s) in Seconds

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Run Mission
No(s). Phase DPS

2 3 Bu >

2a 3 3u S

b 236 .

3b 4 557

Be k 228

5 9 36.4

5a g 36.u

5b 9 3o.4

be 9 ay. 2 _

5et $ 32.4

6 il 729.0

6a ll 683.5

? 13

7a 13

849 9 35.4

10 9 36.4
10 1L 737-7 5.0

10 13 439.8

11 9 36.4

1L 11 716.8 5k

11 13 Slee 3
lila 9 36.K

lla il 700.5

lle 13

23 13
42 9 36,8

43,44 11 703.3

ae 13

46 3 33 86

z 4 235

ué 4 479

ué 13 38

ag  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

D. Fuel Usage in rounds

Run Mission Run Mission
Nois). Phase(s) Res DPS APS| No(s}. Phage(g) RCS DPS APS

& 3 49.2 222 733{ 12 7,8 30.3

2a 3 57.7 224 733{ li 9 23.3 460

3 4 59.5 7,17 12 11 39.4 15,748 61

3D i 224.6 15,962 li 13 78.9 4,919

3e 4 68.8 6,769 lie 7,8,9,11,13 179.8 15,970 4,947

A 7,8 30,2 lla 758 38.5

~S 9 21.2 487 lis 9 aug 481

58 9 21.9 482 lle 11 7.2 15,489 59

Se 9 24.1 4.81 lle 13 79.2 4,888

50 9 19.8 108 23 23 43.1 2,180
Set 9 21.1 357 BA-41 7,8 41.7

° ql 72.0 15,941 s7} 42 9 24.2 499
oa VW 62.4 16,023 53/4344 1 37.7 16,649 57
? 13 83.7 5,168] 45 12 85.0 5,168

Ta 13 28.5 338] 46 3 57.7 265 721
Sy? 9 31.4 482 47 4 100.0 7,064

1e 7,8,9,11,13 177.9 16,533 5,015] 4s ke 59.9 15,422

20 7,8 3h. 3 ue 13 126.4 4309

6 a 24.5 481

1a i 38.5 16,052 5?

We 13 80,5 4,958

LL 7,8,9,11,13 171.9 16,228 4,980

 



Maximum average G Navigation Srrors Accumilated

since Seginning of Run

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Run Mission Position Velocity Run Mission Position Velocity
No(s). Phase(s) {foet) (ft/sec) Ro(s). nase(s} (feet) (ft/sec)

2 +6 54936 6.75 li 5 176,128 219.56

2 2,3 lay 206 9.58 12 7 75, 95K 223.00

28 3 70 LL 4 204, 703 167.49
3 ot 3,852 em} TT 21, 096 231.35
3b 2,4 3,377 11 23 255,735 296.10

3e a 729 ila 110,442 429,22

y 7 4hi lle 343,759 428.59

S S 503 i lla 143,511 434.16
Se 9 365 | ile “& 4h, 277 380,39
5b S 565 i tia Ti ube, sie 48877

5e S 503 lis s $22,796 635.59
Se! 3 1,619 23 La 507 0.56
6 ul 195 38-4) Tyas 3h erat
? 13 553 38241 . 22,866 25,03

74 13 Ah 38-41 , 75,092 73.43
a,¢ 9 605 42 a o8e TOS

20 2 £,279 43,44 ub 3,148 3.25
10 © 15, 742 as i% 568 0.56
Le * 50 BF ~~ 130 5,40
lg % eG, 966 Ay 4 4,494 3.14

16 id 66,604 84.00 | 48 4 4,077 7.7

10 13 73,408 95.42 | 48 ls 24,855 32.47
li Fs 56,40 219.87 5

1g  



 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

Run Mission Mission
Nols). Lbs. g Phase Lbs. %

2 3 73 0.6 : : 1000.3
3 7 0.8 ‘ 2h 1 120 0.6
ie Lee 0.7 ! LL 13 By,
u yoo 2.6 : ? Ti 0.0

fe & 100 Ok 8 105.043
4 ° 50 O.1 | ce 1350.6
§ < 100 0.3 : i3 BO 3

Sa e 100 0.3 : 13 30 03
Sb 80 0.2 7 5 9,002
Se 3 bE 0.2 22 23 0.25
50! Q 85 0.2 ' oT as 582 4.2
6 LL 254 2.54 13 3G 066

7 23 30 0.6 2 59 OF
7a 3 30 0.6 i 4 219048

g,6 9 oo 0.25 an & Cb

10 ? 13 0.0 1
10 y 76 0.2 |

130 0.6 |

TE 150 Let |

° li 0.0, |

  



G. Largest PGNCS IMU Middle Gimbal Angle in Degrees
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Run Mission Largest Run Mission Largest
No(s). Fhase(s) MGA : Novs;. fhase(s} GA

1 2,6 50. 3h il 2 49.82

2 2,3 52.6 id & “49,26

2a 3 36.9 iL 7,8 -36.33

3 254 53.8 Ti ¢ = 6.5

3b 2,4 58.0 21 1l #45.79

3e 4 53.3 il 13 -h7.63

i 7,6 -hi.Qi ile 2 qo.3

5 9 713.8 , lla 6 -52.31

5a 9 713.9 lle 7,6 -35.9
5b 3 -13.9 Tis S - 6,21

Se 9 -13.9 lla -47.56
Set 9 “45.0 lls -40,85

6 Tr =hh.52 23 -]2.17

68 ll -45.33 Baad) Z -52,32

? 13 -38.88 42 9 217.98

7a 13 -70,84 43, Ad il ~E5 709
8,9 -16.99 45 12 41,78

10 2 50.53 46 3 42,25

10 6 -4.9,32 AT 4 57.65

10 7,6 ~35.18 46 Lk ;
1c 9 -11.63 ud 13

10 ll -48.22

10 13 -43,18

1n2  



H. Date Run was Made, MIT Log Number, end Code

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cops: 2 - MSC has run and edits.

2 - MSC does not have run nor edits.

3 - MSC has run and edits, but on an
older revision,

Run Log Run Run Log
Not No. Code Nois}. Date No. Code

1 2/27/67 523995 1 | 19,20,21 3/2 §25120 2

2 5U9595 2 ! 2/25 335065 1

2 536kb6 1 i

T SISTI3— T | selke7? 1
3b 52772 1 52168 1

3e 535151 Sal77e 1

r Deeulo I Se2rge 1

5 525209 3 519761

5 535976 «1 522792 1

Es 539793 2 Sahk213 2

Se 331778 2 529841 1

6 539137 1 525913 1
6a SL77oh 2 519919 1

7 519930 1 Be 5ak.317 1

7 526166 1 3 51iss02 1

859 53903 3. 524872 1

10 535022 1 5e2ss3

il 5398101 525585 2
cay Suug7O a5 51f229 (1

12 s20072 1 a6 523165 1

13 52h2ho0 L 7 Sel044 1

Le 520008 2 & 3/22 53397 1
1S 525220 1

17 518089 1

18 520623 1

 103  
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